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Buffalo Programmable Compact Microwave Oven 17ltr 1800W FB865
1.8kW. 13A. Capacity: 17Ltr. Programmable   View Product 

 Code : FB865

  
 57% OFF   Sale 

£1,239.27

£534.99 / exc vat
£641.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Day Delivery if ordered before 1pm

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Whether you're serving beans, bread of bacon the
buffalo 1800W professional microwave is a reliable
choice for any fast paced kitchen. Able to quickly
cook, reheat or deforst as the touch of a button.
Useful fucntions such as x 2, +20 seconds and repeat
all help to speed up your service.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 340 420 563

Cm 34 42 56.3

Inches
(approx)

13 16 22

 1.8kW. 13A. Capacity: 17Ltr. Programmable

 Dimensions - internal 175(H) x 330(W) x 310(D)mm

 Power Type Electric

 Warranty 2 Years Parts & Labour

 Generous 17Ltr capacity - fits a 12'' (305 mm) platter

 11 power levels for maximum precision

 Strong, commercial stainless steel construction

 Intuitive digital controls with braille

 Easy to clean - includes removable splatter shield

and air filter

 Channels energy from the top and base for consistent

cooking throughout the cavity

 Strong easy-grip door handle with no moving parts

 00:60:00 maximum cooking time and 100 auto

programs for maximum flexilibity

 X2/X3 function automatically calculates times for

two/three dish cooking

Capacity : 17Ltr
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